
Friends ofO the Earth
September 1, 2011

Cindy Bladey ..
Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB) '- :" )
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .
Washington, DC 20555-0001

5cc
RE: Docket ID NRC-2010-0029, Draft Supplement to EIS for Columbia Generating Station

To Whom it Concerns:

Though the issue of use of mixed plutonium-uranium fuel, so-called mixed oxide fuel (MOX), is not a
formal part of the relicensing process, it is imperative that information be entered into the record
given the known interest of Energy Northwest to investigate the use of MOX in the Columbia
Generating Station (CGS).

• • I hereby include the two attachments for part of the docket record:

1. Issue brief of July 2011 which outlines the myriad of troubles with the Department of
Energy's MOX program. Potential use of MOX by Energy Northwest is mentioned in the

V) issue brief. (2 pages)

2. News release entitled "Secret plan exposed to use surplus weapons plutonium in
Washington State reactor - FOIA documents reveal Energy Northwest plans plutonium fuel

h (MOX) experiments while seeking to control information leaks to the media." (3 p.)

As use of MOX fuel in the Columbia Generating Station would make the reactor harder to control,
would lead to more radiation release in case of a severe accident, and would alter the way the
hotter MOX spent fuel is stored, the idea to use MOX has already caused concern by the public.
Especially given that the CGS is a GE Mark II boiling water reactor, similar in design to the reactors
which suffered meltdown at Fukushima, any proposal to use MOX will be met with close scrutiny.

• ) If a license amendment is sought to test MOX, which would be over a period of three fueling cycles,
S or to use MOX on a larger basis, it is clear that any review by the NRC will trigger formal public

participation and involvement. We will thus be attentive to any licensing actions concerning MOX.

Thank you for posting this letter and the attachments both in the pertinent docket as well as
ADAMS.

Sincerely,

1112 Florence Street. Columbia, SC 29201
803.834.3084 phone & fax - tomclements329@cs.com • www.foe.org

, Printed on 100% post consumer waste using 100% wind power. -E91-



Risky Plutonium Fuel (MOX) Proposed for Use in U.S.
Reactors, At Taxpayers' Expense

The beleaguered nuclear industry, desperate for more handouts from taxpayers, wants
the government to continue to fund a dangerous, multibillion dollar program in which it

would use leftover weapons plutonium as fuel in commercial nuclear reactors.

There are two key reasons the this program is a bad idea and must be terminated. First,
mixed oxide plutonium fuel, called MOX, is more dangerous than conventional nuclear fuel
because it can burn hotter and also because it has the potential to cause more cancers in the
event of a severe accident resulting in radiation release. Second, there are serious questions
about the economic and technical feasibility of the MOX program, especially after a MOX
test was prematurely halted in 2008. This means that when the project fails, taxpayers will
be stuck with a multibillion dollar bill in return for little or no electricity generation.

Friends of the Earth is calling for the elimination of the U.S. MOX fuel program. Here's what
you need to know.

Safety concerns, links to Japan, and proposals for use in the U.S.
" A French study found that "MOX fuel shows a higher failure potential than [traditional

fuel] at comparable burnup."' In the event of a nuclear disaster, the releases from a MOX-
fueled reactor will cause between 39 and 131 percent more fatalities than a traditionally
fueled reactor.2

" The Department of Energy is building a $4.8 billion factory in which MOX fuel would be
produced at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. The government-owned French
plutonium company AREVA has been hired to build and operate the project,3 and would
therefore be the prime financial beneficiary. The Department of Energy is considering
sending fuel from this factory (if construction is ever completed and the plant is licensed
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) to the Tennessee Valley Authority for use in
its reactors.
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" Reactor 3 at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi plant, involved in the post-tsunami nuclear
emergency, used MOX fuel, increasing the danger of radioactive releases from this reactor.
MOX fuel made from plutonium separated from commercial spent fuel - so-called reactor-
grade plutonium - was loaded into reactor 3 for the first time in the fall of 2010.5

" The U.S. Department of Energy is planning for the use of MOX fuel in U.S. reactors of the
same faulty design as the Fukushima reactors. Three of the Tennessee Valley Authority
reactors, located at Browns Ferry in Alabama, are boiling water reactors of the GE Mark
I design, like five of the six reactors at Fukushima Daiichi.6 Three other reactors being
considered for MOX use are pressurized water reactors; these are at the Watts Bar and
Sequoyah plants in Tennessee.7

" A boiling water reactor with GE Mark II containment at Energy Northwest's Columbia
Generating Station in Richland, Washington is also under consideration as a site for MOX
fuel use. Government documents obtained by Friends of the Earth indicate that Energy
Northwest hoped to keep its plans to use MOX fuel secret from the media.8

I F. Schmitz, Institute de Protection et de Suret6 Nucl6aire, "The Status of the Cabrd REP-Na Test Programme: Present Understanding and Still
Pending Questions" (paper presented at the NRC/Industry Meeting on High-Burnup Fuel Issues, Rockville, MD, November 18-20, 1997).

2 Lyman, Edward. "Public Health Risks of Substituting Mixed-Oxide For Uranium Fuelin Pressurized-Water Reactors." Science & Global Security,
2000, Volume 9, pp. 9, I. htlp://www.ncLiorg/PDF/Iyman-mox-sgs.pdf

3 Areva. "NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY ADMINISTRATION-THE MOX PROJECT." 13 June 201 1. htlp://us.areva.com/EN/home- I I I/areva-teder-
aIservices-mox-fuel-fabricafion-faciflty.html

4 Notianat Nuclear Security AdminMsration Budget. Department of Energy FY2012 Congressional Budget Request. February 2011. httrjgLyjww.
cif doaov/budaet/I 2budaet/Contentl/Volume I .odf pg. 393

5 "Fukushirna to Restart Using MOX Fuel for First lime." Nuclear Power Industry News. 17Sept20 10. http://nuclearstreet.com/nuciear.powerin-
dustrynews/b/nuclear-power-news/archive/2010/09 /17/fukushnia- to-reslart-uL-mox-fuel-for-f•ist-ltime-091704 .aspx

6 Bill Dedman. "General Electric-designed reactors in Fukushima have 23 sisters in U.S." MSNBC. 13 March 2011. http://loenchannel.msnbc.msn.
cOM/ news12 11p3/1316256121ýgeneral-•electric-designed-reactors-irnfukushima-have-23-sisters-in-us

7 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. "List ot Power Reactor Units." 'h=to://wwnrc.e•v/reactors/zperatingslist-pewer-reactor-units.htmI
8 Friends of the Earth. "Secret Plan Exposed to Use Surplus Weapons Plutonium in Washington State Nuclear Reactor." 3 Feb 2011. httoI./oe.ore

secret-plan-exoosed-use-surolus-wearons-.olutonium-washington-state-nuclear-reactor
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" The budget request for various aspects of the MOX program in Fiscal Year 2012 is around $850 million,
with $385 million for the MOX plant construction. The MOX plant at the Savannah River Site in June
2011 was about 41 percent complete 9 and its $4.9 billion current cost is three times the $1.6 billion
estimate from 2004.10 The project is already 9-10 years behind schedule.11

" MOX fuel made from weapons-grade plutonium, which has a higher content of plutonium-239 than
reactor-grade plutonium, has never been used before on a commercial scale and such MOX has never
been tested in a boiling water reactor.

" Due to "excessive assembly growth," the only test of weapons-grade
MOX in a pressurized water reactor was cancelled by Duke Energy
before it was completed in 2008.12 The abnormal expansion of the
fuel assemblies and control rod guide tubes due to radiation exposure
could have slowed the flow of coolant water in the reactor core and
prevented proper insertion of control rods. 13

" Testing and post-irradiation examination of MOX fuel will be required
in the Tennessee Valley Authority reactors before full-scale use can MOX plant at the Savannah River Site.
be considered; such testing could take 8 years or more. 14 After the
test, it's not guaranteed that TVA would pursue MOX use or that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
would license full-scale MOX use.

" When it is eventually completed, the MOX plant at the Savannah River Site is at risk of sitting idle.
Before weapons-grade MOX is used commercially, it will have to be tested. The only other plant that has
produced weapons-grade MOX, France's Atelier de Technologie du Plutonium, has shut down.15 If the
Savannah River Site MOX plant were to begin start-up testing in 201616 and produce eight assemblies
by 2018,17 it could then be forced to idle until testing results are obtained.',

* Capability exists at the Savannah River Site to mix the plutonium with existing high-level radioactive
waste and immobilize it in a glassified form in robust containers, a safer disposal method. 19

" Introduction of plutonium fuel into commerce presents a great nuclear non-proliferation risk and sends
the dangerous message worldwide that use of plutonium as a nuclear power fuel is acceptable.

" While the goal of the MOX program -- to take plutonium and convert it to a form unusable for nuclear
weapons -- is noble, management of plutonium as waste is cheaper, quicker, safer and poses fewer
proliferation risks than attempting to use it as a risky fuel in aging nuclear reactors. 20

" Immobilization of plutonium in high-level waste storage casks should be the sole focus of this program.
" Congress must immediately begin proper oversight of this troubled program, including a comprehensive

investigation by the Government Accountability Office (GAO).
" Funding for the DOE's MOX program must be terminated by both the House and senate the Energy and

Water Development Subcommittees (of the Appropriations Committees) and transferred to secure storage
and disposition of plutonium as nuclear waste. The public should ask members of these subcommittees to
terminate MOX funding.

July 2011

9 National Nucl-arSecuriy Administration Nuclear Nonproliferation Program, Savannah River site. Presentation by Kevin Hall, SRS official, to SC Governor's Nuclear
Advisory Councl, June 9,2011

10 Defense Nuclear Nonprofferation. FY2004 Budget Sumrnay. http //www.cfo.doesgov/budcet/O4budget/content/defnn/nn.pdf pg. 780.
I1 Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation. FY2002 Congressional Bucget. http://www.cfo.doe.gov/budget/02budget/defnucI/defnuc-pdf pp. 170, 192.
12 Catawba Unit I Cycle 18. Memo from Duke Energy to Nuclear Regulatory Commsion. June 10, 2008. htto://w.wfoe.orm/sites/defauft/files/Catawba%20core%20reporVYO2
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1,3 AREVA Fuel Assembly Test Failure Dooms Plutonium Fuel Test. 6 Aug, 2008. httr:/isrmwebcastnews.cotm/208/08/06/areva-fuel-assemblv-test-failure-dooms-olutonium-fuel-test/

04108-0912008, Fuel Pedormance Meeting Slides. Available on U.S. NRC Web-based ADAMS. Accession Number. ML08 1300390
14 Energy Northwest. "MOX Fuel- Board Presentation." June 2009. http://www.foe.or/sites/defauft/files/2010-02 Clements Partial Response 3-8-2010-1.pdf pp. 22-23.
15 French NucleorSafetyAuthority 2005 Annual Report. http://annual-report2005.asn.fr/chapI3/Chapn3-12.htm!
16 National Nuclear Security Admkistration, Nuclear Nonproliferation Program, Savannah River Site. Presentation by Clay Ramsey, Federal Proect Director, Mixed Oxide

Fuel Fabricatron Facility. January 6.2011 htti):I/wwwfoe org/stes/defauft/les/-`MOX%20mrneW%2Qt%20BRKobv%2ORamse&.201.6.1I.D
17 TA Keys. "Evaluation of Using MOX Fuel in TVA Reactors." htto;//ibadunws,nrcgov/docs/MLlOlT/ML101740637.pd pg. 10.
18 National NuclearSecurty Admnisraion Budget. Department of Energy FY20 12 Congressional Budget Request. February 2011. http://wwwcfo.doegov/budget/12bud`et/

ContentA/olumel.pdf pg. 377
19 "Surplus Plutonium Disposition Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement." Notice in Federal Register, July 19,2010. htt://www.sodsuoolementaleiscom/

20 Report to Congress: Disposition of Surplus Defense Plutonium at Savannah River Site. httoý//wwwenctrow//dfoe-u-2152002ndt pg. ES-2
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http://www.foe.org/secret-plan-exposed-use-surplus-weapons-plutoniun-washington-state-
nuclear-reactor

O Friends of
the Earth

Thursday, February 3, 2011

Contact:
Tom Clements, tomclements329kcs.com, 803-834-3084
Nick Berning, nberning@foe.org, 202-222-0748

Secret Plan Exposed to Use Surplus Weapons Plutonium in
Washington State Nuclear Reactor

FOIA Documents Reveal Energy Northwest Plans Plutonium Fuel (MOX)
Experiments While Seeking to Control Information Leaks to the Media

Columbia, SC -- Department of Energy (DOE) documents released to Friends of the Earth
reveal that the public utility Energy Northwest hopes to bring experimental radioactive
plutonium fuel into Washington State for use in risky tests in a nuclear reactor not originally
designed for that purpose. The documents also reveal that the utility has sought to keep
information secret the about the controversial and risky pursuit of use of surplus weapons
plutonium as nuclear reactor fuel.

The environmental watchdog group Friends of the Earth believes that the plutonium mixed oxide
fuel (MOX) should be kept out of the state and that such tests would pose unacceptable safety
risks and lead to unacceptable costs.

According to a DOE document dated January 6, 2011, and confirmed by documents obtained
under the federal Freedom of Information Act, Energy Northwest is "formally evaluating the
potential use of MOX fuel" in the company's single nuclear reactor - the Columbia Generating
Station reactor - located at the Department of Energy's Hanford site near Richland, Washington.
The reactor is a GE boiling water reactor (BWR) and was licensed in 1984. The Hanford site,
where it is located, has produced about 65 metric tons of weapons plutonium in now-closed
reactors dedicated to military use.

"It is foolish for Energy Northwest to continue down this costly and risky path and we urge the
utility to drop the controversial MOX plans," said Tom Clements, Southeastern Nuclear
Campaign Coordinator with friends of the Earth in Columbia, South Carolina. "Due to non-
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proliferation and safety concerns, weapons plutonium should not be used as fuel in the Columbia
Generating Station or any other nuclear power reactor."

"It's no surprise that the utility tried to keep its controversial plans to use reactor fuel containing
weapons-quality plutonium secret. Myriad technical and public relations problems are posed by
the potential use of a fuel that has never before been tested in a boiling water reactor. Bringing
plutonium back to Hanford to be used as fuel and stored as waste will set back cleanup efforts at
the site. It's hard to see how the public could accept bringing plutonium back to Hanford after
most of it has been shipped off the site," Clements said.

MOX fuel made from surplus weapons-grade plutonium has never before been used in any
country on a commercial scale and presents a host of political and licensing problems for Energy
Northwest. MOX containing approximately five to seven percent weapons-grade plutonium
presents technical challenges to reactor operation and fuel management and storage, poses
security risks in transport and handling, and presents the threat of larger radiation release in an
accident. One of the undated FOIA documents from Energy Northwest states, "It does not make
sense from either an economic perspective or risk perspective for Energy Northwest to pursue
the use of MOX fuel." But nuclear officials have pushed ahead in spite of those concerns.

Over 200 pages of FOIA documents reveal that officials at Energy Northwest have been
developing plans with the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the Department of Energy
to begin a "three--phased approach to integrating MOX fuel" into the reactor. According to the
documents, testing would begin with irradiation of 10 to 20 fuel pins fabricated by the laboratory
in 2013 or 2105, followed by the use of up to eight "lead use assemblies" (LUAs) around 2019
for three or more two-year irradiation cycles (a total of six or more years), with loading of up to
30 percent of the reactor's core with MOX fuel beginning around 2025. Each step would require
license amendments from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The Department of Energy is currently constructing a $5-billion facility to make MOX fuel at its
Savannah River Site in South Carolina and construction continues even though no nuclear
reactor has been identified that will use the MOX fuel. Duke Energy began testing of
experimental MOX fuel in 2005 but dropped out of the program after a test in its Catawba
reactor in South Carolina failed after two rather than the necessary three 18-month irradiation
cycles (the three cycles would have lasted a total of 54 months). Now, the Energy Department,
via the contractor Shaw AREVA MOX Services, is focused on discussions for MOX use with
the Tennessee Valley Authority and Energy Northwest as wider interest in the problematic fuel is
lacking.

A March 2009 Memorandum of Understanding between the Tennessee Valley Authority and
Energy Northwest regarding the exploration of whether MOX could be used in boiling water
reactors is among the FOIA documents obtained by Friends of the Earth. Fuel fabricator GE-
Hiatchi has also been involved in the MOX-use discussions and participated in a secret meeting
with Energy Northwest, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Shaw AREVA MOX
Services, and DOE at the Savannah River Site in September 2009.
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The MOX program laid out in the documents is speculative as it would have to be licensed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and would be dependent on capacity to fabricate MOX test
assemblies made from weapons plutonium. No such production capacity currently exists, so the
MOX plant at the Savannah River site, scheduled to undergo startup testing in 2016 or later (if
construction finishes and if it can overcome an operating license challenge by public interest
groups), would have to be used to fabricate "lead use assemblies." This means that the MOX
plant at the Savannah River Site is at risk of sitting idle for years as no MOX fuel beyond that
used in testing could be produced during the test phase as NRC approval for the fuel's quality
and performance would be lacking.

Energy Northwest presentations obtained via the Freedom of information Act point out potential
problems with MOX use, saying that there must be "no negative impact on reactor operation"
and that MOX use must be "cost neutral" for Energy Northwest. An Energy Northwest senior
engineer in charge of fuel management wrote in a December 2009 email that those at Energy
Northwest and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory pursuing MOX use "don't want any
unexpected press releases about burning MOX fuel in [the Columbia Generating Station
reactor]." That same official commented that the DOE's lack of utilities interested in using the
MOX fuel "doesn't look good politically."

Notes: Links to documents at http://www.foe.org/secret-plan-exposed-use-surplus-
weapons-plutonium-washington-state-nuclear-reactor

1. FOIA documents from Energy Northwest (partial, final)

2. DOE Presentation on Status of MOX Plant, January 6, 2011

3. Friends of the Earth letter to Energy Northwest CEO Mark Reddemann, Jan. 31, 2011,
urging the end of MOX use.

4. Friends of the Earth news release "Duke Energy Abandons Plutonium Fuel (MOX) Testing
Program in South Carolina Reactor," November 12, 2009

5. Alliance for Nuclear Accountability (ANA) MOX fact sheet - "Plutonium Disposition
Remains In Disarray"

6. Information on NRC website about Columbia Generating Station

7. Energy Northwest overview


